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exceptional case—the Budget was an attack on the rights of
property. For the first time in history a Budget was rejected by
the Upper Chamber. Asquith dissolved Parliament to enable
the country to decide the all-important question. At the
General Election of January 1910 the Government's majority
was reduced to about 120 ; but this was sufficient for the pur-
pose, and when the Budget came before the Lords again (in
April 1910, by which time another Budget was due !) they
allowed it to pass.
But the Government would not let matters rest there. The
incident had brought to a head a long-standing quarrel between
the Liberal party and the House of Lords. For there was a
permanent and overvvhelming Conservative majority in that
House, and Liberals complained that important measures, passed
by large majorities in a newly elected House of Commons after
weighty discussion, had been summarily rejected by a sparsely
attended House of Lords with practically no discussion at all.
The Asquith Government therefore determined to follow up its
victory of the Budget by permanently limiting the power of the
Lords to a " suspensive veto." The battle over this drastic
amendment to the Constitution was just about to begin when
the death of King Edward (May 1910) caused a suspension of
hostilities. A conference between the leaders of both sides was
carried on for some time ; but in November it broke up without
having come to an agreement. Thereupon Asquith announced
another General Election (the second in 1910) on the sole
question as to whether the absolute veto of the House of Lords
should be abolished. The result was that the Liberal majority
remained practically unchanged. The Lords tried to defy this
verdict by passing amendments to the " Parliament Bill,"
which quite altered its provisions. The Commons rejected
these amendments and sent the Bill up to the Lords again in its
original form; and Asquith now announced that King George V,
taking into consideration the result of the last election, had
agreed to enforce the will of the people (as expressed at the
recent election) by creating enough new Liberal Peers to redress

